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Did you know that there is an award season for the
pest management industry? In the last quarter of
2021, we celebrated outstanding individuals from our
sector, and many of them came from our very own
Aardwolf Pestkare!
Mohammad Nazree Suhaimi, the Senior Supervisor
of Orchard team, was presented with the prestigious
Skillsfuture Fellowship on 16 December 2021 for his positive
and active attitude towards continued learning. Nazree
was even mentioned by Mr Chan Chun Sing, Minister for
Education, for being “passionate about lifelong learning”
and “being committed towards their continuous pursuit
of skills mastery”. Recently, Nazree has taken up a course
in wildlife management in order to handle these animals
humanely and safely.
The prestigious Environmental Services Star Award was
conferred to 3 members of our service team! Mohammad
Shaiful Rizan bin Rosli, Nashrudin Bin R Azman, and
Mohammad Nur Hidayat won the Star Award for their
superior contributions to the pest management industry.
All three winners have consistently displayed outstanding

Environmental Services Star Award recipients Mohammad Shaiful Rizan bin Rosli,
Nashrudin Bin R Azman and Mohammad Nur Hidayat

service quality and efforts to improve our environmental
sustainability, which has certainly helped to bring their
many Clients peace of mind.
The following service team members have also received
the Environmental Services Certificate of Excellence:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mohamed Helmi bin Mohd Zaid
Muhammad Taufiq Bin Suhadi
Mohammad Shafiq Bin Nassir
Hafiz bin Sulaiman
Ismadi bin Hassim
Roger Tak Gak Chun
Nor Hazmi bin Hassan
Muhammad Zuhaili bin Samsuri
Abdul Samad bin Suhaimi
Chia Kok Tiong

We congratulate our people to have made
us proud! Thank you for your dedication to
protecting our Clients and community.
Mohammad Nazree Suhaimi received the prestigious
Skillsfuture Fellowship
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Meet the Superstars of Aardwolf Pestkare – our Aardwolf
Disinfection Unit!
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Led by our 2 Senior Supervisors, Muhammad Nazmi bin Osman and
Mohammad Nazree Suhaimi, this team of 20 men perform their task with
dedication. Our Aardwolf Disinfection Unit (ADU) attended a course by
the National Environment Agency (NEA) to learn how to conduct both
wipe-down and disinfection services for our Clients’ premises, in order to
effectively eliminate viruses, mould, bacteria and foul smells. Such services
are a crucial part of sanitization services today.
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Here is short interview of the ADU team:
Q What made you volunteer for the ADU team?
A (Helmi) I volunteered to join the ADU because I want to learn more
about the processes and the importance of disinfection during this
pandemic and I would like to contribute back to society.
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Q Do you have any advice to the public with regards to the
endemic situation?
A (Helmi) To stay vigilant of the surroundings/environment, abide by
the rules and regulations set by the authorities and take necessary
precautions.
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Q What motivates you to perform this high-risk task?
A (Shah) A sense of responsibility, achievement and accomplishment.
Q Do you face any challenges when performing this service?
A (Firdaus) To explain to onlookers on what service we are conducting,
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and advising them to keep a safe distance.
Q Do you have any fears or concerns being a part of the ADU team?
A (Shah) Exposing my loved ones, my colleagues and people around me
Hilmi
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Q What are the precautions you have to take when carrying out
this task?
A (Firdaus) Firstly, we need to conduct our weekly ART Test before
we carry out the Job. Secondly, to ensure all personal protective
equipment and tools are in good condition. Last but not least, while
conducting the service, we have to look after each other to make sure
that is carried out safely and thoroughly.
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to the virus. Because of this, we take all the necessary precautions to
protect ourselves and to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

Our 2 Senior Supervisors have two words for
our Superstars:
resolute and responsive!
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Hooray to our 20-year
service achiever,
Nordinigh Ismail. May
you continue to
inspire us for many year
s to come!
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These fuzzy little insects are known as sewer
flies (family Psychodidae). Others may also
call them drain flies or moth flies. Measuring
at about 5 mm, when resting, their pointed
wings make them look like small moths. They
are, however, not moths. The next time you
see these little insects, try to make them fly.
You will find that they are weak fliers and
only fly in short hops for a few feet.

Eggs are frequently laid in and around drains and sewers, where the larvae feed on the
decomposing film inside drains. Larvae are elongated (about 1 cm long), fattened, legless,
white, or pale, with a dark striped appearance. Under favourable conditions, the sewer flies
complete their life cycle in 1 week. Adults live for about 2 weeks.
Because sewer flies originate from a filthy source, they can potentially spread diseases
through physical contact in food areas. If that isn’t bad enough, inhaling the disintegrated
sewer fly bodies can trigger an asthma attack.

You can get rid of sewer flies by:

Thoroughly clean internal drain pipes to eliminate
the accumulated slimy organic matter.

Use drain and toilet bowl cleaners, boiling water,
or bleach to flush the lines to remove any material
left behind.
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